BLOOD BOWL 2

FABBL WORLD CUP QUALIFIER RULES

1) Our World Cup qualifier will take the form of a 6 Week 1400tv Resurrection Format
Ladder open to FABBL and Xbox CCL coaches. This means your team will NOT gain
SPP during the event, and will not suffer casualties, as your team resets to its
starting form after every game. The ladder will run for 6 weeks from 04/04/2018,
and after that the top 16 coaches in the ladder will play off in a knockout to
determine our qualifiers.
2) At the moment we are not sure how many qualifying tickets we are getting, but at
least the top finisher will qualify and possibly as many as 4 others, but this is still to
be decided by Focus/Cyanide.
3) All communication for the World Cup will be done through the FABBL FB group.
4) Your team must be one of the standard teams not a mixed team.
5) You can create your team however you want, as long as your total team value does
not exceed 1400.
6) You MUST be 18!
7) You MUST have access to a PC, as the finals of this cross platform event will be
played on PC. If you don't already have one Focus/Cyanide will provide a Steam code
for you to take part
8) Your TEAM must play a minimum of 10 games to qualify. Not you as a coach, your
qualifying team. It doesn’t matter if you’ve played 50 as a coach, it’s the team!
9) Coaches can enter more than 1 team, but can only qualify once (if we get more than 1
ticket for the finals) Your highest placed team on the ladder qualifies if you have
more than 1 in qualifying spot at the end of the ladder.
10)You must register by 10am 28/03/2018. If you haven't registered by responding to the
post in the FABBL facebook group by then you cannot play.
11) You must be available to play the finals in early July. Please don't enter if your going
to be away then as they won't wait for you. Please don't embarrass us all by
qualifying and then not playing your finals games :)
12) Your team MAY NOT have a stadium enhancement.
13) This should go without saying in FABBL, but cheating will not be tolerated and will
result in expulsion from this event. Cheating could include but not limited to, win
trading, deliberately throwing games, deliberate time wasting/griefing, personal
abuse, using multiple different gamer tags to avoid sanction etc. If this is needed,
the FABBL admin team will vote on any ruling, but our decisions are final
Have fun everyone, and I look forward to our qualifiers going on and winning the whole
thing :) Any further questions message Gary Waters on Facebook, or post in the FABBL
facebook group and an admin will respond ASAP

